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Fires in the Streets of France Illustrates Anger Over Pension Reforms

By Abayomi Azikiwe, March 30, 2023

Discontent with President Emmanuel Macron is mounting in the aftermath of his executive
enactment of a controversial pension reform bill that would make substantial changes to the
retirement system for millions of workers.

Video: Dr. McCullough US Senate: To Save Lives Pull the COVID-19 Vaccines Off the Market

By Dr. Peter McCullough, March 30, 2023

To prevent more harm, the COVID-19 vaccines must be pulled off the market. U.S. Sen. Ron
Johnson (R-Wis.) led a roundtable discussion Dec 7, 2022, COVID-19 Vaccines: What They
Are, How They Work, and Possible Causes of Injuries, to shed light on the current state of
knowledge surrounding the vaccine and the path forward.

Europe Abandons All-Electric Car Mandate. Stupidity of the CO2 Transition

By Igor Chudov, March 30, 2023

The EU’s  reversal  allows “the sales of  new cars  with combustion engines that  run on
synthetic fuels,” which sounds very environmentally friendly. But synthetic fuels are similar
to gasoline or diesel, so the decision allows internal combustion cars to continue being
produced. While electric cars will still be produced and incentivized, there is no longer a
100% mandate by 2035.

Why the Main Players Behind the Israeli Protest Movement Are Bringing the Confrontation to
a Head
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By Razi Nabulse, March 30, 2023

Any Palestinian following the developments in the Israeli protest movement against “the
judicial coup” will require nerves of steel to withstand the hypocrisy on display. The protests
are estimated to be 100,000 people strong,  politicians are jumping over tables in  the
Knesset,  and  former  army  Chief  of  Staff  Yair  Golan  is  calling  for  a  state  of  “civil
disobedience.”

Klaus Schwab: “…Who masters those technologies, in some way, will be the master of the
world.”

By Jacob Nordangard, March 30, 2023

During the World Government Summit 2023, which was held in Dubai in the United Arab
Emirates on February 13-15, the chairman of the World Economic Forum, Klaus Schwab,
proclaimed that whoever controls the technologies of the fourth industrial revolution will be
the master of the world.

German  Health  Minister  Admits  COVID  Jabs  Can  Cause  ‘Permanent  Disabilities,’
Contradicting  Past  Statements

By Andreas Wailzer, March 29, 2023

In an interview with the German state media outlet ZDF on March 12, 2023, health minister
Karl Lauterbach was confronted with cases of people who suffered injuries from the COVID
shots, including a 17-year-old gymnast who was hospitalized and nearly died after receiving
the BioNTech COVID injection.

Global Governance by Artificial Intelligence: The Ultimate Unaccountable Tyranny

By Brandon Smith, March 29, 2023

It’s no secret that globalist institutions are obsessed with Artificial Intelligence as some kind
of technological prophecy. They treat it as if it is almost supernatural in its potential and
often argue that every meaningful industrial and social innovation in the near future will owe
its existence to AI.

Congress Has Been Captured by the Arms Industry

By William D. Hartung, March 29, 2023
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On March 13th, the Pentagon rolled out its proposed budget for Fiscal Year 2024. The results
were — or at least should have been — stunning, even by the standards of a department
that’s used to getting what it wants when it wants it.

China: Democracy and Development

By Peter Koenig, March 29, 2023

There  is  no  sustainable  development  without  what  we  call  “democracy”-  or  without
people’s, beneficiaries’ active participation. This applies to large political systems intending
evolving,  seeking  the  betterment  of  their  populations  –  as  well  as  for  “smaller-scale”
development  projects,  seeking  to  eradicate  poverty  and improve  the  wellbeing  of  the
people.

A State of Never-Ending Crisis: The Government Is Fomenting Mass Hysteria

By John W. Whitehead and Nisha Whitehead, March 29, 2023

We have become guinea pigs in a ruthlessly calculated, carefully orchestrated, chillingly
cold-blooded experiment in how to control a population and advance a political agenda
without much opposition from the citizenry. This is mind-control in its most sinister form.
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